Lecablock, an Alternative Construction Material for the Exterior Walls of Passive House
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Abstract

In this paper it is attempted to investigate the Leca blocks as sustainable construction material for the exterior walls of passive house. The building physical properties of Leca design wall structure are studied along with the environmental impact and load-bearing capacity. To compare the results, a similar analysis is carried out considering the traditional wooden wall construction of passive houses. The results showed that Leca design wall structure can be an alternative sustainable solution to the traditional wooden wall structure of passive house, mainly due to its low U-value, its ability to handle moisture, and comparable structural load-bearing capacity. However, the wooden wall structure is more environmentally friendly than the Leca blocks due to its lower emissions to the environment and reduced energy use, especially during the manufacturing process.
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1. Introduction

The development of passive house has received increasing attention as a means to achieve energy efficiency goals. The concept “Passive house” refers to a specific construction with an extremely well insulated materials designed to be naturally heated from passive gains such as solar energy and the occupants of the house. To obtain high thermal insulation, the passive house should have very low U-values and heat loss of the surfaces and junctions, low moisture transfer, and significantly reduced thermal bridges.

http://dx.doi.org/10.4236/jbcpr.2014.22009
A number of studies addressed the issues of heat transport through the building materials of buildings; see [1]-[4]. In addition to the energy aspect, the choice of construction materials is another criterion that should be considered in the design of passive house buildings. Al Sanea and Zedan [5] investigated the influence of mortar joints in insulated building walls and the extent these can act as thermal bridge in walls. Mikara and Strancar [6] studied the temperature and humidity profiles in passive-house building blocks and found that that ventilated wooden facades, in comparison with classical façade plaster, protect the building blocks from high thermal loads. However, a judicious choice on using specific construction materials is not only governed by the building physical properties but also on other technical properties that can be a decisive factor such as structural and environmental properties.

Evidently, there are a number of criteria that can be set on the construction materials and structures to satisfy the requirements for a passive house building. In the long term technically, the construction materials should satisfy the functional demand of the building as well as being environmentally sustainable. Important criteria can, thus, be air tightness, thermal and moisture properties, load-bearing capacity as well as environmental impact of the constructions.

Wood has always been a material termed as a “natural building material” and is common in the construction today’s passive houses; see e.g. [7]. However, to build a wooden wall structure to satisfy the international requirements for passive buildings implies an extensive and expensive process. Consequently, it will be interesting to study alternative solutions to meet these requirements and this article is an attempt in this context. One of such potential solutions is the use of Leca blocks for the construction of exterior walls of passive house.

Leca blocks are prefabricated elements, made of lightweight concrete on the basis of Leca (light expanded clay aggregate) mixed with cement, sand and water, and produced in rotary kiln at about 1200°C. Using of Leca aggregate results in decreasing the concrete density. Due to its lightness and structure, the material has good thermal and acoustic insulation and fire-proofed stability. It is therefore used mainly in the construction of basement walls, floors, internal partition walls and ceilings.

In this paper it is attempted to investigate the Leca blocks as sustainable construction material for the exterior walls of passive house. The building physical properties of Leca design wall structure such as heat and moisture transport, air tightness are studied along with the environmental impact and load-bearing capacity. To compare the results, a similar analysis is carried out considering the traditional wooden wall structure of passive houses.

2. Theory

2.1. Heat Transfer

The total thermal resistance of a homogeneous wall construction that consists of a number of layers may be expressed as

$$R_{tot} = R_{in} + \left( \frac{d_1}{\lambda_1} \right) + \left( \frac{d_2}{\lambda_2} \right) + \ldots + \left( \frac{d_m}{\lambda_m} \right) + R_{out} \quad \left( \text{m}^2\text{K}/\text{W} \right) \quad (1)$$

where $R_{in}$ is the internal surface resistance, $R_{out}$ the external surface resistance, $d$ and $\lambda$ is the layer thickness and thermal conductivity, respectively. The thermal transmittance ($U$-value) is calculated accordingly

$$U = \frac{1}{R_{tot}} \quad \left( \text{W}/\text{m}^2\text{K} \right) \quad (2)$$

The building’s total heat flow rate through the building envelope can be evaluated as [8] [9]

$$Q = \left( \sum_i U_i A_i + \sum_i \psi_i l_i + \sum_i \chi_i \right) \Delta T \quad \left( \text{W}/\text{K} \right) \quad (3)$$

where $U$ is the thermal transmittance for each element with a surface area (W/m²K), $A$ is the surface area for each of those elements (m²), $\psi$ is the linear thermal transmittance for each element where only its length is considered (W/mK), $l$ is the length for each of those elements (m), $\chi$ is the point thermal transmittance for each element where only its position is considered (W/K), and $\Delta T$ is the temperature difference (K) through the building (indoor air and outdoor air).

To simply the evaluation method, one may consider a two dimensional case, in which only the linear thermal bridges are considered. The thermal coupling coefficient from a 2D simulation, $L^{2D}$ for the analysed detail may be obtained as
\[ L^{2D} = \frac{Q}{\Delta T} \quad (\text{W/mK}) \quad (4) \]

For a 2D analysis [8] [9] to analyse the thermal bridges in junction (wall-floor), the heat flow rate \( Q \) is calculated from a heat transfer simulation, so that the linear thermal transmittance of the junction should be obtained as

\[ \psi = L^{2D} - \sum U_i \Delta l_i \quad (\text{W/mK}) \quad (5) \]

where \( U_i \) is the \( U \)-value (thermal transmittance) for the individual part of the junction. For junction between a wall and a slab, Equation (5) may be written as

\[ \psi = L^{2D} - U_w h_w - U_f l_f \quad (6) \]

where \( U_w \) is the thermal transmittance of the wall (W/m²K), \( h_w \) is the height of the wall (m), \( U_f \) is the thermal transmittance of the floor (W/m²K), \( l_f \) is the length of the floor (m), \( L^{2D} \) is the thermal coupling coefficient for the whole analysed detail (W/m).

For this study, it is used HEAT2® [10] to calculate the linear thermal transmittance \( \psi \) and simulate the heat flow transfer through the junction (wall-floor), based on the simplified procedure of EN ISO 10211:2007 [9].

### 2.2. Moisture Transfer

The steady state diffusive flux through a multi-layered wall may be written as [11]

\[ g = \delta \frac{v_1 - v_2}{d} = \frac{v_1 - v_2}{Z_{v,\text{tot}}} \quad (\text{kg/m}^2\text{s}) \quad (7) \]

\[ Z_{v,\text{tot}} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{d_i}{\delta}, \quad \delta = \delta + Z_v + Z_{v,\text{wall}} \quad (\text{s/m}) \quad (8) \]

\[ RH = \frac{v}{v_s} \quad (\%) \quad (9) \]

where \( v_1 \) is the humidity by volume at one side of the layer and \( v_2 \) on the other side, \( \delta \) is the vapour permeability of the material, \( d \) is the layer thickness, \( Z_v \) is the total water vapour resistance of the layer, \( Z_{v,\text{wall}} \) is the resistance at the inner side of the building envelope and \( Z_{v,\text{wall}} \) the corresponding one at the exterior side, \( RH \) is the relative humidity, \( v_i \) is humidity by volume at saturation, \( v \) is humidity by volume. To calculate the moisture transfer through the construction, a table method is used in which the relative humidity at the boundary between layers of the wall is calculated using Equation (7) - Equation (8); more details on the method can be found in [11]; see also [26].

### 2.3. Load-Bearing Capacity

For the selected design situation, an ultimate limit state of rupture of a wall section will be verified. The verification of structural resistance may be set to

\[ R_d \geq E_d \quad (\text{kN/m}) \quad (10) \]

where \( E_d \) is the design value of the effect of actions such as moment and \( R_d \) is the design value of the corresponding resistance. The ultimate limit state (STR) for the wall may be used to verify moment and shear capacities of the beam at all points, where the strength of construction materials of the wall structure governs. The design load value due to the combination of actions for the STR Ultimate Limit States may be expressed as [12] [13]

\[ Q_d = \gamma_d 1.35 G_x + \gamma_d \sum 1.5 \psi \nu Q_{x,i} \quad (\text{kN/m}) \quad (11) \]

\[ Q_d = \gamma_d 1.2 G_x + \gamma_d 1.5 Q_{x,i} + \gamma_d \sum 1.5 \psi \nu Q_{x,i} \quad (\text{kN/m}) \quad (12) \]
Where $\gamma_d$ is partial safety factor of unfavourable action, $G_k$ is the characteristic value of permanent action (self-weight of construction works), $Q_{k,i}$ is the characteristic value of leading variable action, $Q_{k,i}$ is the characteristic value of the accompanying variable action $i$, $\psi_0$ is factor for combination value of a variable action.

The variable actions on the structure are mainly snow load, wind load and imposed loads. The characteristic snow load on the roof may be expressed as

$$s = \mu C_c s_k \quad (\text{kN/m}^2)$$

where $\mu$ is shape coefficient of the roof, $s_k$ is the fundamental value of snow load for a given location, intended as the upper value of a random variable, for which a given statistical distribution function applies, $C_c$ and $C_e$ are thermal and exposure coefficients.

The characteristic wind action obeys

$$w_v = q_p(z)c_p \quad (\text{kN/m}^2)$$

where $q_p(z)$ is the peak velocity pressure for the given location (site basic velocity, terrain roughness, orography etc.), function of the reference height $z$, $c_p$ is pressure coefficient (internal or external) depending on the location of the reference area in the structure.

The characteristic value of the imposed loads for the building depends on the categories of occupancy [12].

### 2.4. Air Tightness

Air tightness is a building physical property that affects air movement in and through the building envelope. This air movement through cracks, openings, leaks in the building envelope affect heat and moisture flow in building [14]. Consequently, a passive house design requires high thermal insulation, high air-tightness with excellent indoor air quality through efficient ventilation system in both winter and summer. For this study, the fan pressurization including blower door system [15] is the method used for measuring air tightness of the building envelope. In this method, the air tightness involves a depressurising a building to a pressure difference of 50 Pa. As the pressure differential reaches 50 Pa, the air leakage rate or permeability of the external envelope of the building can be evaluated. The Swedish requirement for the air leakage rate of passive house is 0.3 l/sm² [16] while the passive house institute (PHI) suggests an air exchange rate, $n_50 = 0.6$ hr⁻¹, in order to consider a building airtight [16]; an $n_50$ value of 0.6 indicates approximately that a maximum of 60% of the complete building air volume can escape per hour.

In a broader sense, for wall structures, the air leakage depends on the air leaks between the component parts as well as the boundary between the wall and connections.

### 3. Investigation

For the study, the timber frame wall structure is shown in Figure 1. This wall construction is the typical for passive house used in Sweden (see e.g., [17] and [18]). The thermal insulation is cellulose. The OSB (Oriented Strand Board) is wood particle board formed by layering strands of wood in detailed orientations to create an airtight layer. The façade leaf consists of wood fibre board mounted on horizontal aluminium flange.

The Leca block wall construction is shown in Figure 2. The Leca wall consists of a plastering mortar of natural gypsum, Leca ISO block REX, thermal insulation (glass wool), an intermediate thermal insulation of polyurethane and an outer facade system. In Figure 1 and Figure 2, it is also shown the floor structure for both types of wall. For the Leca block wall, the floor structure is composed of reinforced concrete while for the timber wall; the floor is made mainly of wood. Figure 3 shows an example picture of the investigated building LECA block material.

### 4. Results and Discussion

#### 4.1. Timber Frame Wall Construction

#### 4.1.1. Thermal Properties

Table 1 shows that thermal conductivities of the construction layers, used to calculated the U-value. The U-value for the projected outer wall is estimated to be 0.077 W/m²K. The linear thermal transmittance of the thermal bridge of the junction between the floor and wall, $\psi = 0.0115$ W/mK. Figure 4 illustrates heat flow through the
The results show that timber wall has good thermal insulating properties. A passive house is designed so that heat loss should be reduced through the building envelope. This can be done by producing an airtight and well-insulated wall construction that ensures a U-value of up to 0.1 W/m²K [17].

The thermal insulation (cellulose) has low air permeability, which creates minimal air movement between the pores of the material and thus contributes to good insulating properties. However, there can be a risk if condensation occurs in the wall section once the insulation deteriorates [18]. The fibre board contribute to improved thermal properties due to its low thermal conductivity value reduced thermal bridges by structure [19]. However, wood as a material is sensitive to moisture content as it swells and shrinks as a function of temperature, which can subsequently influence the volume durability. It is therefore important that the moisture content in the fibre board is adapted to the current climate [20].
4.1.2. Air Tightness
The measured air leakage rate for the building is 0.15 l/sm² [21], which is below the international requirements for air tightness in passive houses.

4.1.3. Moisture
Table 2 shows the relative humidity profile in the wall section as a result of moisture transfer by diffusion. The results concern the month August in Umeå, Sweden. The indoor average temperature and relative humidity are
Table 1. Layer properties of the timbre wall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Thickness (mm)</th>
<th>λ (W/m·˚C)</th>
<th>Density (kg/m³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gypsum board</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSB board</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timber stud</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulation</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSB board</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-beam</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulation</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibre board</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The distribution of relative humidity through the timbre wall. The row line of the humidity column concerns the boundary between two consecutive layers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Relative humidity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indoor</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gypsum board</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSB board</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulation</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSB board</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-beam + Insulation</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibre board</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20°C and 62%. The corresponding outdoor climate is 14.6°C and 77%.

The results show that the projected exterior wall will not have a risk of interstitial condensation. However, the relative humidity at the boundary between insulation and fibre board exceeds the critical moisture content for wood, which is 75% [22]. As wood is an organic material, there will thus be risk for microbial attack at RF > 75% in form of mould and mould fungus. The fungus itself does not affect the properties of the wood but is unhealthy to breathe. Moreover, the wood bearing capacity may deteriorate in the long run.

4.1.4. Environmental Impact

Wood is the oldest building materials in Sweden. Because of its renewability and re-usability, it is considered as an environmentally friendly resource material. The production energy of wood as a building material is much lower than other materials as the energy in sawmills is mainly derived from renewable resources (about 80% biofuel). The process that consumes most of the production energy is the drying of boards and planks. The energy consumption is about 330 kWh/m³. When the wood has reached its useful life, it can either be reused or recycled. OSB boards consists of 75% of sawmill by-products and the rest is made up of raw timber from sustainably managed forests [23] [24]. The thermal insulation (cellulose) comes mainly (about 94%) from unsold newspapers and thus helps minimize the use of resources. Moreover, the material is fully recyclable at the end of its usage [25]. In some cases in practice, there can be additives of boron and boron salts to this type of insulation, which has normally a negative impact on the human hormone balance and reproduction [18]. Untreated wood emits no harmful emissions at normal conditions but in case of moisture damage due to mould fungus, hazardous emissions can be emitted into the environment. The OSB board is known to emit emissions in the form of formaldehyde from the glue that holds the veneer chips. However, the studied wall construction does not contain formaldehyde and the selected bond material is resin [25] [26].

4.1.5. Load-Bearing Capacity and Design Load

Consider a 2 storey school building as shown in Figure 5. The actions loads on the building are presented in Table 3 and Table 4. For the timbre wall shown in Figure 1, the exerted vertical loads are carried up mainly

---

Table 3 and Table 4 are not visible in the image but would typically contain additional data related to the building loads and design considerations.
by lightweight timbre beam, which has a load-bearing capacity, $R_d = 56$ kN/m.

The combination of actions calculated according to Equation (11) and Equation (12) yields design load $Q_d = 46$ kN/m. This implies that the wall will have a sufficient load-bearing capacity in this case.

4.2. External Wall, Leca ISO Block Rex

4.2.1. Thermal Properties

Table 5 presents the thermal conductivities of the construction layers, used to calculate the U-value. The U-value for the Leca wall is estimated to be 0.058 W/m²K. The linear thermal transmittance of the thermal bridge of the junction between the floor and wall, $\psi = 0.016$ W/mK. Figure 6 shows the temperature difference through the junction. For the simulation, the difference in temperature on each side of the structure, $\Delta T = 1$ K.

The results show that Leca block wall has lower U-value than the timbre wall, discussed earlier. Technically, Leca block contains air-filled pores with the air-filled clayey cells, which contribute to its insulation properties. A pure solid Leca block has not significantly large thermal insulation, but in combination with sufficiently thick insulation, the structure will have sufficient insulation to meet the requirement for passive houses. The insulation in Leca block consists of polyurethane (PUR) produced by foaming a blowing agent. With this formed gas in a closed cell system, the insulation capacity will be improved. However, as moisture is transferred by diffusion through the wall, there can be a risk that these gases are replaced with air and the insulation will likely deteriorate with time [26]. Therefore it is important to have airtight wall layers in the construction.

4.2.2. Air Tightness

The average air leakage for the building is estimated to an average 0.15 l/sm² [21], which is below the international requirements for air tightness in passive houses.
4.2.3. Moisture

To compare both walls, the same indicated climate conditions are considered. Table 6 presents the relative humidity profile in the wall section as a result of moisture transfer by diffusion. The results concern the month August in Umeå, Sweden. The indoor temperature and relative humidity are 20°C and 62%. The corresponding outdoor climate is 14.6°C and 77%. The results show that the Leca wall will not have a risk of interstitial condensation.

As Leca is an inorganic material, the risk of mould fungus attack on material surfaces is relatively low, as compared with wood. The critical relative humidity level for Leca block may be compared with concrete, which is 90% [27].

However, high moisture levels could lead to a deterioration of the material’s load-bearing capacity. Components that are most likely to be damaged are the insulation layers [18]. In practice, the combination of insulation and plaster can provide a strong protection against weather conditions.

4.2.4. Environmental Impact

During its usage time, the Leca ISO block Rex emits isocyanates, which has normally concentrations below the detection limit of 0.5 mg/h [28] [29]. Isocyanates are organic compounds of highly reactive, low molecular weight chemicals. They have thus been deemed to not have negative impact on the environment or the health with these small quantities. The plaster layer with underlying insulation of glass wool and plastering mortar on
Table 6. The distribution of relative humidity the Leca block wall. The row line of the humidity column concerns the boundary between two consecutive layers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Relative humidity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indoor</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal plaster</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leca</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyurethane</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leca</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass wool</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External plaster</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The wall structure emits no measurable emission into the environment and doesn’t there by affect the indoor climate. However, emissions to the air, soil or water have been detected during the production phase; it consists of carbon, sulphur and nitrogen oxides [28] [29].

Leca is a natural product of calcium carbonate mud. In the production of Leca ISO block Rex, building product declaration [28] [29] specified that the energy used for extraction of raw materials is about 400 MJ/m² and consists mainly of fossil fuels. The design lifetime of the Leca block is estimated to be higher than 50 years, without the need for considerable efforts for operation and maintenance. When life cycle reaches its end, or in the event of demolition, the entire block can be recovered by separating the constituent materials. The lightweight aggregate can also be reused as filling material.

Polyurethane can be leveraged by recovering energy in a combustion plant. The interior plaster has a design life of 50 years and higher, and can be recycled after use time. The demolition requires special action because it contains small amounts of substances that can be harmful to fish and bacteria due to the pH change, when it comes in contact with water [28] [29].

4.2.5. Load Bearing Capacity

For comparison, consider the same building in Figure 5. The actions loads on the building are presented in Table 3 and Table 4. Eurocode has only computational models for massive lightweight aggregate blocks and cannot be used for calculating Leca blocks bearing capacity. However, Weber [30]-[32] developed a method for the design of structures with Leca block. For the building (Figure 5) constructed with Leca block walls, the load-bearing capacity (Rd) for Floor 1 and 2 is 78 kN/m and 56 kN/m, respectively. The combination of actions calculated according to Equation (11) and Equation (12) yield design load, Qd = 42.5 kN/m for Floor 1 and 28.3 kN/m for Floor 2, respectively. This implies that the wall will have a sufficient load-bearing capacity.

5. Conclusions

5.1. Thermal Properties

The calculated U-values for each wall structure satisfy the requirements set for exterior walls in passive houses. The U-value of the Leca block wall was found to be lower than the U-value of the timber wall. What is not taken into account in these calculations is how this value is constant overtime. For example, the cellulose in the wooden wall will have its thermal function reduced once exposed to moisture.

The linear transmittances of the thermal bridges in both constructions are considerably lower that the linear transmittances of typical buildings; a default value is ψ = 0.7 W/ M K [8]. Moreover, the passive house institute PHI [33] suggested a simplified criterion for linear thermal transmittance, ψ < 0.01 W/mK in order to consider a building thermal bridge free. Both walls have ψ value that is almost near the stated criterion. However, to assess how well the thermal properties of the house, it is important to study the entire building including all components.
5.2. Moisture and Air Tightness

The results for both walls show that the wall components will not have a risk of interstitial condensation. The distribution rate of moisture through the construction of both walls is almost similar. However, for the timber wall, the critical moisture content is exceeded during the climate conditions in August, which can render the wall susceptible to moisture damage. This is not case for the Leca block wall under the same climate conditions. On the other hand, the evaluation of air tightness for both walls is comparable.

5.3. Environmental Impact

To compare two different exterior wall structures has been a major challenge related to the constituent material to consider on the basis of the actual parameters. Since the studied wooden wall comprised largely of wood and insulation of cellulose, it is these materials studied. Merely studying the material with different geometrical properties in the structure may give partially misleading results, but it can be a good starting point for the selection of different design solutions.

None of the constituent materials in the investigated wall structures emit emissions, which are harmful to health or affect the indoor climate. However, there were traces of isocyanates in the Leca block insulation of polyurethane, which can be harmful if it were in large concentrations. The timber wall is more environmentally friendly than the Leca block wall, with respect to energy use. In this context, the energy used for manufacturing wood consists of about 80% biofuel, renewable energy, compared to the energy use for manufacturing Leca-block, which corresponds to about 67% fossil fuel, non-renewable energy; this energy is to generate high temperature for processing the Leca. Of course, one can here use biofuel, but this would mean a much longer production time related to a slower heating.

5.4. Load-Bearing Capacity

Both walls have been found to have a sufficient load-bearing capacity to resist the exerted vertical loads on the structure.

5.5. Concluding Remarks

Every design solution has its pros and cons, which mean that, depending on the requirements of the current building, both can be selected. At any rate, the results indicate that the studied Leca block wall can be an alternative sustainable design solution for passive house building.

To extend this work, forthcoming studies may include other design elements throughout the building and not just exterior walls, especially with respect to heat transmission losses. Additional calculations with respect to the stability of the structures due to horizontal actions can also be carried out. In many cases in practice, the transverse walls distance will depend on the design wind load and is the decisive factor to judge the horizontal stability of the building.

Other aspects, which can be of interest to investigate is the sound transmission through the wall constructions and the fire resistance of both wall structures. Especially for latter case, evidently, due to its lightness and structure, the Leca material has good fire-proofed stability as compared with wood, which is susceptible to fire.

Finally, for a comprehensive scheme of the assessment of environmental impact for both wall constructions, one may investigate the environmental impact due to the transport of materials from the production plant to the construction site.
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